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Abstract: Many ultrasonic techniques have been proposed for large-area inspection but few can
achieve the quality and versatility of information contained in the ultrasonic RF waveform.
However inspection speed has always been an issue.
Phased arrays can offer very rapid area coverage rates and the data acquisition and processing
technology used for real-time B-scan imaging means that the full-waveform can be acquired
without compromising inspection speed. The FlawInspecta system is capable of a pulse rate up to
30kHz, corresponding to a scan rate of 1.8sq.m/minute for 1mm pixel resolution, and so the
actual inspection rate is only constrained by the acoustic properties of the material. This scan rate
includes simultaneous full waveform capture.
This approach has now been extended, by integration with the ANDSCAN® mapping system,
so as to provide seamless, full-waveform acquisition over large areas with accurate absolute
position of each waveform relative to the structure. The availability of this 3D data set allows a
wide range of post-processing options, from multiple gates to spectral analysis, and these postprocessing options and many others have been incorporated into a waveform-analysis software
plug-in. Full waveform capture allows all of these post-processing options to be done offline so
minimizing on-site inspection time.
The paper reports on the improvements to the array and scanning system and outlines how the
rapid acquisition of full waveform data can simplify the way that inspections are performed and
ensure the future compatibility of the stored data.
Introduction: Aircraft include many safety critical components that require non-destructive
testing (NDT) at manufacture and throughout the service life. There are many complementary
approaches (e.g. visual inspection, radiography, eddy current) and each has its own advantages.
However the ability to detect and quantify small mechanical defects at a range of depths within
the structure has ensured that ultrasonic inspection techniques have become widely used. Large
area inspections are inherently time-consuming and the cost of both this and the associated
downtime are considerable limitations. Some novel techniques (e.g. Lamb waves (1)) have been
developed to scan an area from a single probe placement so as to reduce the time and cost.
However the high-resolution requirement precludes the use of these in most aerospace
applications and so pulse-echo inspection at each point on the surface of the structure remains the
preferred technique.
It is necessary to generate a map of the acoustic measurements at each point on the surface to
ensure 100% coverage and to document the inspection (2) but inspection time remains a problem.
One approach is to speed up the conventional methods by using automated scanners and systems
are available that scan either a single transducer in a raster scan or several single-element
transducers simultaneously (3). An alternative is to use electronic stepping of the beam along a
linear array of transducer elements and then scan this array over the surface (4-8).
These techniques are accelerated versions of conventional inspection of an area where the
output is a map of the desired acoustic parameter, such as echo amplitude or time-of flight.
However, the reduced inspection time is not the only benefit for the array systems because the
very rapid acquisition allows interactive B-scanning that can greatly assist in the detection,
localization and characterization of flaws (8).
All the above methods require the equipment to be correctly configured to derive the desired
acoustic parameter at acquisition time. This requires a highly trained NDT inspector so that they
can not only ensure that the system is optimally configured but also amend or extend the
inspection in response to any indications found.

A solution is to acquire and store the full RF waveform. Many configuration parameters (e.g.
gate range, delay and mode) can now be adjusted as part of the post-processing review and
analysis process. Novel processing algorithms (e.g. spectral analysis (9)) can be tried out on
archived data sets – a feature that ensures that new inspections remain “future-proof” against
algorithm developments. The main disadvantages lie in the rapid acquisition rates needed and the
amount of data to be stored. However recent developments in real-time imaging with arrays and
with data storage make this approach practicable.
The paper reports on the development of such a system and outlines the changes to NDT
inspection procedures that are likely to result from the use of this technique.
Discussion: Ultrasonic phased arrays have now been in use for over 3 decades. The terminology
has been adopted from phased array radar but this often leads to confusion and so it is helpful to
clarify the different configurations in use for NDT.
Phased array configuration. Ultrasonic phased arrays were originally developed for medical
cardiac imaging where the small array head size and the electronically steered beam were
essential for monitoring the rapid movements of the heart through the small access window
between the ribs. Rapid improvements in image quality followed by using large aperture arrays,
where the scanning is done by electronic stepping of a dynamically focused beam across the
width of the array (see Figure 1), and this soon lead to arrays being almost universally adopted for
medical applications.
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Figure 1. Step-scanned phased array.
The beam is scanned by stepping the active aperture along the length of the array and the
focus is altered by adjusting the delays in each channel to compensate for acoustic path
differences. It is now over 20 years since Diagnostic Sonar Ltd (DSL) modified one of their
medical B-scanners with dynamic focus linear array so as to inspect carbon fiber composite
(CFC) airframe structures. There have now been several generations of such equipment.
Advantages of arrays over automated scanners. The conventional approach to speeding up
area inspections had been to resort to automated inspections (3) but arrays offer several
advantages:
• The array’s electronic beam-forming ensures that echoes are in focus at all depths so
increasing both resolution and sensitivity to small flaws.
• Array fabrication is a high precision process and so there is an inherent accuracy in any
measurements made from the B-scan. In addition the overlapping beams ensures 100%
coverage irrespective of mechanical backlash tolerances.
• Arrays produce many beams and so the mechanical translation speed is significantly lower
than that of a mechanically scanned probe at the same area coverage rate. The coupling

becomes more of a problem at high translation speeds and so the array is at a considerable
advantage.
• The propagation time of the ultrasonic pulse is not insignificant at rapid translation rates and
the probe is no longer in the same place to receive all the echoes. This not only reduces the
sensitivity but also introduces a depth dependent positional error. A raster scan will show this
as a backlash that is not easy to compensate since it is depth dependent. The zero-inertia of
the array’s electronic scan avoids this problem.
• The area coverage rate may ultimately be limited by the combination of material velocity and
low attenuation. This requires an additional delay between pulses to avoid confusion with
echoes from earlier transmissions. Electronic scanning allows the beams to be fired in any
sequence and interlaced fields can be used to operate with minimal delays. Indeed multiple
simultaneous beam-forming is used in medical ultrasonic imaging to achieve the maximum
scan rates.
• Arrays can be used to produce real-time images and this can greatly assist the operator to
detect and characterize flaws when scanning freehand.
“Smart” arrays. The medical imaging market has continued to be the driving force behind
many of the innovations in ultrasonic phased arrays, such as the adoption of piezo-composite
array fabrication. However the wide diversity of NDT inspection requirements requires
customized hardware and the cost of this, and of specialized operator training, means that arrays
have had far less success in the NDT market.
A modular range of arrays and interface electronics has been developed by DSL to address
this combined problem of cost and training. The nature of the application will define the number
of elements in the array and whether focusing and steering is required. This in turn allows the
selection of the appropriate type and number of standardized electronic modules for interfacing to
the array. The use of generic modules ensures that the customization needed for NDT
applications can be done at minimum cost. All array controllers feature a common interface
design that allows them to operate with a wide variety of equipment - from flaw detectors where
the array automatically steps to the next beam on each transmission through to real-time imaging
systems that can control all the scan and focus parameters (7, 8). The arrays can be small, low-cost
and self-multiplexed to be used freehand or in existing scanning systems (6) or large, high
frequency and wide-band arrays suitable for spectral processing (4, 5, 9). All are suitable to act as
the front-end of a full waveform acquisition system. Coupling is critical and special techniques
have been developed to optimize this when scanning at speed (5).
In many cases, especially in aerospace where inspection surfaces often have a high quality
finish, the conventional transducer approach of a solid acoustic delay line can be used with
arrays, even at speed. However, when the surface is not flat or when the array frequency demands
the ultimate in acoustic transmission, it is desirable to use water for coupling and to act as the
acoustic delay – in effect mimicking an immersion technique. Bubbler systems offer this
capability for automated systems but the extra contact size of an array means that this is often not
a practical solution for manual inspection. The approach that has been adopted with some success
uses a thin proprietary membrane, acoustically matched to water and hence effectively
transparent to the ultrasonic beams, to retain the fluid in front of the array. In the most robust
environments, there remains a small gap between membrane and inspection surface that is
irrigated so as to accommodate any surface roughness or irregularity such as fasteners. However,
the significantly reduced water volume in this region means that it is compatible with manual
inspection, even with large arrays. Water recycling or recovery techniques can be used where
even the minimal water loss around the skirt is unacceptable. Figure 2 shows the cross sectional
geometry and a photograph of a broad band (15MHz center frequency), large aperture (128mm)
step-scanned smart- array that is suitable for both imaging and spectroscopy on aerospace lapjoints for corrosion assessment. This implementation was for stand-alone operation and so
includes the all the electronics needed for multiplexing and focusing.
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Figure 2. Broadband, high frequency, large aperture “smart” array for corrosion inspection of
lap-joints.
Full waveform acquisition. In current mapping systems, it is typical that only a single
parameter is stored for each pixel on the 2-dimensional surface. The RF A-scan may well have
many hundreds of samples and so the full waveform system will need an increase in data
acquisition rates and storage of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. This massive increase requires a
different technology but fortunately these requirements are the same as for real-time B-scanning –
the only difference being that the data is retained in memory rather than just being directed to the
display.
The background to the ultrasonic image acquisition and processing system has been reported
elsewhere (8) and the frame rate of the current version is constrained only by the acoustic velocity
and attenuation of the target material.
Full waveform analysis. The availability of the full RF waveform at analysis permits many
new operations:
• Spectral filtering (linear and non-linear) is possible both before and after any rectification
operation;
• There is no limit on the number of gates and each can be configured to operate on either (or
both) signal polarity.
• Gates can be referenced to other gates making it easy to construct interface-following gates
and even pre-triggering.

•

Arbitrary combinations of results from multiple gates are possible (e.g. the ratio of an echo in
one gate divided by the amplitude of the front interface echo in another gate provides an
automatic normalization of echoes when the interface is not flat).
• Ultrasonic spectroscopy can be performed over multiple gates so as to implement roughness
measurement for corrosion assessment (9).
The Waveform Analysis plug-in to the ANDSCAN® mapping system has been developed to
perform all of these operations.
The three images in Figure 3 show the Amplitude C-scans for a CFC skin, with a combination
of back wall structure and a region of impact damage at the right end, for different gate positions
and widths. They illustrate how the data presentation can be optimized as a post-processing
function.
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Figure 3. Amplitude C-scans of CFC for different gate positions
Figure 4 shows how the Amplitude and Time of Flight C-scans for a fixed gate can be
combined into a composite image for enhanced perception of the structures in a single image. The
Amplitude C-scan maps onto intensity while the Time of Flight C-scan maps to hue. The fine
detail from the Amplitude C-scan is retained but now the position within the skin of the different
features is now readily perceived in a single image.
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Figure 4. Data fusion of Amplitude and Time of Flight C-scans into composite C-scan
Implications on inspection procedures. The ability to manipulate many more parameters at
analysis means that the inspection set-up is less critical and could allow the use of a less-qualified
inspector. However, it is essential that the data acquired is of high quality and so the dynamic
range and the acquisition window must encompass the full range of echoes of interest. In
addition, any signal filters must not exclude any frequencies to be analysed later and the digitizer
sampling rate and resolution must be adequate to reconstruct the signal accurately.
Quality acoustic coupling must be maintained over the whole area inspected and so some form
of monitoring is essential. Experience has shown that a C-scan, derived from gated data that
would flag-up a coupling fault, should be used during the scan to monitor the inspection process
and to immediate indication of any potential flaws.
The inspection procedure should include documentation of any reference and calibration
points (both positional and acoustic). It is also recommended that a quick review should be made
of the stored data before leaving the inspection site to ensure that retrieval is possible and indeed
standard backup procedures should be followed.
The reduction in inspection time minimizes component downtime and hence cost. Although
there can be an increase in analysis time, the separation of the functions means that they can be
performed by different personnel with appropriately matched experience. There may be a
reduction in the skill level needed for data acquisition operators and it is likely that the most
highly skilled personnel will perform the analysis – potentially at a completely different location.
Modular implementation. Any practical implementation has to be highly modular so as to
address the requirements of a wide range of potential applications. Figure 5a shows a typical
system configuration, using the FlawInspecta with R-Theta arm and 0° head, that would be
suitable for mapping large areas, such as whole wings, for flaws or corrosion. Figure 5b shows an
angled-beam head with self-contained position sensor that can be used for rapid inspection of
rows of airframe fasteners for multi-layer cracking. An angled water path, retained by the
proprietary acoustically matched membrane, is used to generate the 45° inspection angle. Both

configurations use the same array to ensure that maximum flexibility is achieved at minimum
cost.

Figure 5a. ANDSCAN® + FlawInspecta system.
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Figure 5b. Self-contained angled-beam

Conclusions: It has been shown that there are many advantages in acquiring the full RF
waveform for each surface point in an area scanning system. Multiple gate inspections are
quicker and all data acquired is available for full offline analysis and so is “future-proof” against
algorithm developments. The implications on the inspection procedure, including the possibility
of using a less-qualified operator to perform the inspection, have been discussed.
The massive increase in data rates would normally slow down the inspection but DSL’s
FlawInspecta technology, developed for real-time B-scanning with ultrasonic arrays has been
adapted to maintain rapid inspection speeds at low cost. It has been incorporated into the
ANDSCAN® mapping system with Waveform Analysis plug-in so that this capability is now
commercially available and indeed offers an upgrade path for those with existing mapping
systems.
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